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The R3turn Call: Singularities in Transit is an exhibition of original artworks which attempts to explore and understand the transitional 

stage of waiting in relation to recentred spaces with a reordered time of accelerated contemporaneity. The R3turn Call is an answerback, a 

repayment, a return from me to you and back again. To be more precise, it is the absolute priority that compels the self to answer its call.   

The exhibition considers the issue of non-places; these specific spaces that cannot be defined as relational, historical, or concerned with 

identity: the transit points, the temporary abodes, the dense network of means of transport, the web’s social event spaces. It addresses the non-

place as the opposite of utopia; it exists, but it contains no material of organic society, a place where individual’s trajectories are intersected but 

the self is only indirectly connected to others and their purposes. 

Reflecting on practices of mobilities and dislocations in the era of supermodernity and on contact shaped in an alternative non-places matrix per 

se, the exhibition shifts the focus to factors of singularity that constitute a counterpoint to the procedures of de-localization. This bounds to be a 

claim of rhetorical territory rather than a geographical one. What kind of meaning can be derived from our being-together, our being-in-

common through self-empowered departures, our being in singular-plural form? The law of touching is separation and it is particularly this 

heterogeneity of surfaces (these artworks’ identities’ touching difference) that contact each other.  

	  







R3turn Call: Singularities in Transit, 2010
 (general view of the gallery_from left to right) 

Theodoros Giannakis - Row Flow Finite Being, 2010 | Pavlos Nikolakopoulos - Vae Soli, 2010 | Michail Pirgelis - Kyvernitis, 2010



Return Call: Installation view of the gallery




